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similarly, you now need to factor in not only the softness of some of your weaker troops, but the
longer reaction time it will take them to get their weapon into action. as a result, archery now
seems like an indispensable skill, and i now actually prefer the relatively slow motion of a well-
placed shot to the wild abandon of swords in a slashing frenzy. quite often i'll have a skrimish in
the distance, and manage to get hold of my horse, but by the time i have a second to look for a

crossbow, the fight is long over. the difference between a hacked-off barrel and a combatant
whose weapon has been flung clear and lying on the ground is clear, and it'll mean the difference
between victory and certain death if you're caught off guard and the weapon in play has half its
standard magazine spent. in those cases, if you're without a crossbow, you're pretty much stuck
for choice. some of the more mobile troops, like the mounted infantry, may be able to sneak up
on you and kill you before you have the chance to pull your sword, but your typical foot soldier
will probably end up on the wrong end of a metal grinder if you bother them while they're busy
with someone else. in the tutorials, i'm shown how to avoid being killed in a melee by putting

myself out of the reach of my opponent by getting my horse between myself and them, but it's
tricky to do at a gallop and harder still if a bit of enemy infantry decides to charge me. a more

direct option is to flank them, which is mercifully easy to do if youve got some extra horsemen on
the other side of the battlefield.
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mmmm. 3d renders to the right
of the text. this game seems to
have an anime-like aesthetic. i

don't like these things, so i
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keep the watermark settings
high enough to make it look like

a serious game. a real-time
strategy game for the turn-

based era is difficult to pull off,
but if you are a fan of the

genre, you are most likely to be
familiar with the company that
is making with fire and sword.
the company that owns known

worlds used to work for
runewars before its acquisition

by paradox. there are three
factions in the game: salia,

shauka, and kezrel. the factions
can be united into the very

same alliance, and you can visit
a mountain fort of akora. yet

again, this does not seem to be
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entirely accurate to the setting.
from what i can tell, the game

is set during the military
campaign of the samarkand

sultanate. the salia, kezrel, and
shauka will end up being hired

as mercenaries to fight the
samarkand sultanate (and i

guess other tribes in the area,
too). if history and the setting
of the game is any guide, each
faction should be quite different
in equipment, tactic, and lore,
yet the developers have, from
what i can tell, chosen to level
up the factions similarly. unlike

the original, the combat has
been made more realistic. hand-

to-hand combat has been the
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original combat system where a
character will be equipped with

swords, daggers, axes, or a
spear. the combat system is

mainly complex; it was difficult
to master, difficult to teach, and
difficult to maintain. the system
required constant readjustment
as styles changed, skills were

developed, and equipment was
redesigned. specifically, when
firearms were introduced, it
was a challenging change to

the way players learn and play
the game, as well as making

campaigns balanced with only
melee combat. 5ec8ef588b
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